Imperial [IP] Dimensions
Metric (SI) in Parentheses

SPECIFICATION SHEET
Varicore Aluminum Reversible Core
Registers and Grilles

Face Dimensions
1" (25) FRAME (FRAME "E")

Listed Height
-5/8" (16)
+1-7/8" (48)

Listed Width
-5/8" (16)
+1-7/8" (48)

NOTES:
1. SCREWS: No. 8 x 1-1/4" (32) long.
2. GASKET: Polyurethane.
3. STANDARD FINISH: Etch and Lacquer.
4. REAR BLADES: Individually adjustable.
5. REMOVABLE KEY OPERATOR: On Damper.
6. MAXIMUM CORE SIZE: 36" (914) Width x 28" (457) Height.

* Standard frame has no screw holes.
* Optional counter sunk screw holes available as Option Y.

Reversible Core Patterns:

RV_M
Supply Grille

RR_M
Supply Register w/ Aluminum Damper

RH_M
Return Grille

RK_M
Return Register w/ Aluminum Damper

No visible Mullions thru 36"x36" (914x914). 5/8" (16) Mullions on larger sizes as illustrated below.